
York Suburban Lacrosse Club 
General Board Meeting 

November 7, 2012 

Call to order: 7:36 PM 

Attendance 

Board of Directors ( BOD) 
Byron LeCates, GM 
Andrea Cellasio, Secretary 
Bryan Reed, Vice President 
Pat Kehoe, YCLA Disciplinary Representative 
Candice Sipes, President 
Bob Coppage, Treasurer 
 
Coaches 

Anthony Guiffrida (U15) 
 
Other attendees 
Mike Thomas 
Mike Witzig 
Jim Perkins 
Pam Kutcher 
Guest 

 Mike Thomas requested to speak at the board meeting.  He opened with “my position is that there was 

misconduct against players by board members Dave Gochnauer and Bryan Reed. I sat down with Byron as a 

courtesy knowing that he would reach out to the board although I did not want to. I will still support YSLC if Sam 

chooses to play but I have made arrangements so that he may play somewhere else. I feel that what happened to 

Sam was totally uncalled for.” Mike relayed his experience around his son stating that he received a random email 

from Frank Corto asking when Sam’s birthday is. Frank told him that there was discussion and some people were 

upset about his son’s age assuming that he was “playing up”. Andrea noted to Mike “that no one was in fact upset 

and that once the mistake in data entry was explained it was never questioned in a board discussion again. The 

email discussion you are referencing stemmed from a board discussion on whether to allow U13 players to play up 

at U15. An example of his son was used to lobbying FOR playing up and to ensure that there was equality of 

decision making. The Board member apologized profusely for incorrectly using the example and the topic was never 

discussed again. “ 

Mike Thomas reported that he and David G went back and forth regarding the incorrect birthdate as entered by Mike 

Thomas himself in the YSLC registrations system. Mike Thomas noted that about a dozen emails passed between 

heand David. Mike Thomas alleged that David threated to him that he would be required to report a birthdate 

inaccuracy to US Lacrosse.  Mike Thomas reported that it was not too long after that kids began making comments 

to his son regarding his team placement. Mike Thomas reported that he asked Dave to address it with the team and 

that David promised he would take care of it. 

Mike Thomas then relayed his account of one incident on a game sideline where he alleged that other players were 

making comment to his son regarding his age and the team placement. Mike Thomas reported that he spoke to 

children on the sideline and told them to stop it. Bryan Reed asked Mike Thomas why he did not come to him right 

after it happened since he was also present at that game. Bryan Reed apologized and told Mike Thomas that he 

would have handled it with his kids immediately had he been made aware of the issue. 

Mike Thomas contended that jealously prompted adults on the board to act inappropriately & that there was a 

perceived “witch hunt”.  Byron asked Mike Thomas to calm down and to stop threatening Bryan. Mike Thomas 

asked if the BOD ever approved his son to play up. The BOD confirmed that the topic was not discussed  
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Andrea gave the following statement : “Since I was president at the time, please let me say that I am personally 

saddened and deeply regret that your child and your family had an unpleasant and painful experience in our club 

last season. It was never my intention or the intention of this board to cause any player or family harm. Nor it is 

within the purpose and mission of this club. I am personally committed to take any steps necessary to protect 

children in any way and will personally take any lessons learned here to help guide my club policy and procedure 

recommendations in the future.  

I would like to just present the facts as I recall them for the purpose of record: Early last season, David Gochnauer 

as Vice President and at my direct request reviewed all our teams for birthdates and team placements. The reason 

that I asked him to do this was: The board had some other players either directly or through coaches requesting to 

play up or down.  It was my professional opinion that in order to maintain equality of procedure on playing up and 

down requests, the board needed to review all team make ups. Upon review of all the team rosters and birthdates, 

David noticed that the named player’s birth date as entered by the guardian who registered him predicated that he 

should have been placed on a different team than he was actually registered for. David attempted to secure the 

player’s birth certificate to confirm his correct team placement. David reported to me that there was difficulty 

finding the coaches binder that contained the birth certificates. Unfortunately at the time the club did not keep 

master records in any files. The board has  since discussed the importance of doing so as recently as the last 

meeting. At the time, our club and YCLA did require all players to present birth certificates as part of registration 

and to the best of my knowledge YCLA did require said record to be present on sidelines. (*1) There has since been 

some confusion at YCLA regarding this requirement. However based on the information that I had at the time & to 

ensure the equality of treatment of all players, I felt that club should have all players’ birth certificates on file and 

did relay that to my vice president. This was nothing personal it was simply a matter of fairness of procedure. If 

YSLC requires all players to present birth certificates we must actually follow through. If we don’t, it would be 

unfair to those that did in fact present birth certificates. I was told by David that the matter was resolved. The 

children had been talked to and I consider the matter closed”. 

Mike Thomas stated that the club needs to make arrangements to meet with a 10 year old boy. Mike Witzig; asked 

about email mentioned by Andrea. Asking why any board communication is considering confidential; contending 

that all board discussion should be public knowledge. Byron addressed the question explaining that anytime 

personal information (DOB etc.) regarding a player in the club is involved, the correspondence is considered 

confidential. Mike Thomas alleged that certain board members placed there personal agenda above the club. Mike 

asked the club to dissolve the board and start over. Byron stated that “we certainly realize that in the case of Sam 

that we should have simply asked the Thomas’ for another copy of the birth certificate”.  Mike Witzig asked Byron 

why the board did not recognize the problem earlier; Byron asked Mike what signs do you feel we should have 

recognized earlier regarding Sam’s incorrect date of birth on his registration. Byron stated that the issue is not how 

to we got here; it’s what do we have to learn from it; keeping a master record. Candice suggested that we should 

know, among of the age groups, what the placement should be. Byron noted” that at this point all we can go is 

apologize for it; We can’t make it not happen; we understand that.”  Bob Coppage asked Mike Thomas to step back 

from Byran Reed as he was taking an aggressive stance. Bob Coppage also asked Mike Thomas to please watch the 

language. Byron contended that no one intentionally engaged in misconduct. Candice offered an apology. Byron 

noted that we would like to learn from this experience.  Candice noted that we will have someone looking at that in 

the future & that it will not happen again. Candice noted that as the new president, she is expecting everyone to be 

on their best behavior; stating to the board “This is an example of how a; few things have gotten blown out of 

proportion. We need to set a good example “. Andrea noted that grievance policy was created for this purpose to 

address these issues as they arise and provide club leadership with a clear direction on how to respond and proceed. 

Andrea also noted to Mike that “we are no different. We are all just parents of kids who like to play lacrosse. None 

of us intentionally set out to do harm to any child. That goes again why we are here but all of us, board members, 

coaches and parents need to take personally responsibility for the club. Please consider that we are all volunteers 

who act in the best interest of the players and the club. We are all the same, parents of children who love to play 
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lacrosse. None of us is perfect, we may not always agree but we must all work together with a common goal and 

purpose that centers on our children. It is the need for this common guiding goals and purpose that I have developed 

the outcome map and invited parents and board to actively participate in this process ”  Pam noted that the team 

was not addressed on this issue as a parent was never addressed. Mike Thomas noted that he assumed that the BOD 

would not wish to have him join the board. Candice reiterated that we would like his involvement. Andrea stated 

that “we would love to have you join the board in any capacity; noting that your personal experience and insight in 

this area will prove valuable to the further growth and improvement of the club. Simply you are probably best to 

know what should not happen and what should and could therefore affect real and meaningful change” Mike 

Thomas told the board that he needs closure before he could consider volunteering in anyway. Bob Coppage asked 

Mike Thomas what he would need to find closure.  Mike told the board that we had to figure out what we need to do 

to make amends to a 10 year old boy. Bob Coppage asked for more concrete examples of what you need. Citing 

examples such as a public apology? Mike told Bob that the board had to makes its own decision. Mike Thomas left 

the meeting. 

Members discussed ideas on resolution; Candice suggested a card from last year’s U9 team. Pam Kutcher suggested 

that a team wide card may not be appropriate. Pam suggested that we send an written apology from the board to the 

family citing what steps the board has taken to rectify the situation, to ensure that it does not happened in the future 

as well as offering to waive the player’s registration form 2013. Members also decided that it was best for the letter 

to go to Sam specifically with all board members personally signing it. Bob agreed to draft a letter and send for all to 

review. Candice will spearhead the Congratulations card. Bob hopes that these actions will reengage the family to 

support the board and club. Mike Witzig asked for a timeline which was determined as follows: Bob will send first 

draft by noon tomorrow to board for review and edit. BOD has until close of business tomorrow to edit and 

comments back to Bob. Candice will work on card tomorrow. All members will aim to have all completed within 

one week. 1 

  

 

Approval of previous minutes 

 Minutes from previous meeting were presented. Motion: Byron motions to approve, Second Bryan Reed. 

All in favor. None opposed  

Treasurer’s report: Bob Coppage presented the monthly financial statement package which is attached herein and 

made part of these minutes.  

 Bob reported that he signed up for “square” for iPhone. This can be used for events or mobile registration. He 

explained that it processes credit card transactions on a smartphone or ipad. Bryan asked if it was attached to a 

smartphone or ipad. Bob noted that it is linked to the club Wells Fargo account. Bob reported that from a cash flow 

perspective it is good for the club.  Bob also reported that he set up a centralized email. Bob asked to board to 

consider renting a Post office box for the club which would cost $120 per year; first 3 months free.  Bob noted that 

his wife Laura agreed to manage apparel. Pam Kutcher offered to help with apparel & bags. Bob reported on his 

progress on designing a mascot. Jim Perkins asked if this was mostly for apparel. Jim offered that he has access to 

designers if ever you need that. Byron thanked Bob for the report. 

Old Business 

 President’s report 

                                                           
1
 Mike Thomas sent an email correspondence to secretary: Andrea Kehoe the morning after the meeting. The 

content of that email including Andrea’s response are made part of these minutes. 
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Motion up for vote: Child Abuse Prevention Statement vote. All in favor, none opposed, motion passes 

 General Manager 

Fall /Winter update: Byron reported that he has researched both options for winter clinics. He reported that 
Wisehaven charges $38 per hour per tennis court per hour and is far and away the best deal. He reported that he also 
spoke to Gaz regarding renting the courts at heritage; noting that Heritage has limited availability primarily 4 PM 
and 5PM range which is not conducive to kids schedules. In addition, Byron reported that Heritage is expensive 
$80- $90 per hour. Byron made a recommendation that YSLC stick with Wisehaven as have done in the past. 
Members discussed. There was unanimous consensus to use Wisehaven. Byron noted that the board should be 
careful when booking/scheduling noting that it was a large expense last season that we did not manage it well noting 
that we can cancel up to 24 hours in advance without penalty, Byron recommended that we start after Christmas 
noting that we may have some conflict with winter sports. Byron recommend one hour per team 
   
Fields update: Byron had not had a chance to reach out to Misericordia. He noted that Andrea has put in our request 
in for school fields about 2 months ago. School cannot tell us until they spring school schedule. Candice spoke to 
Penn State and there is no problem with using the field next season. Byron noted that we will place a Port a pot at 
the field, line that field and add goals  
 
Equipment Update: Byron reported the following; his personal goal has been left at the middle school, the U13 team 
has moved their fall sessions to the middle school and YSLC stock of goals are being stored by Mark Sindicich.  

Pat Kehoe reported that he had some bags of equipment and one helmet. Candice asked if we want to do an 
equipment swap at the winter clinics. Members discussed and agreed that it would be beneficial. Byron suggested 
that all club members that have inventory should determine what they have. Pat Kehoe noted that he will review his 
old inventory list and report at the next meeting.  

Team/coaching update: Byron reported that he spoke to Laura Purcell. Laure confirmed that she and Stacia are both 

interested in coaching again but that they have evening jobs to supplement income. They would like to have practice 

after school. Andrea will request to school district to field available at Middle school 3:15 – 5 PM for girls practice. 

Andrea will make that request to YSSD before the next meeting. Byron noted that Laura is interested in indoor but 

she does not want to start until January.  Byron asked if elementary girls advertised on flyer noting that the proposed 

practice schedule for girls may preclude from elementary girls from participating. Byron will follow up with Laura 

to discuss possibility of a weekend practice/games for the younger girls. Candice mentioned that we should start 

collecting helmets. Byron noted that all helmets are inventoried and can be back tracked. Pat Kehoe mentioned that 

we may need to purchase a few tables. 

Coaches: Bryon reported that a coaches meeting to be held before Christmas. He is meeting with a prospective 

coach for U11. 

Registration: Andrea reported that spring 2012 registration is open and tested. Pam noted that conferences at YSMS 

may be a good time to put up a table that at a minimum have some flyers. Conferences: 11/13/2012 from 6:00 PM- 

8:00 PM. Pam noted that if we wanted to set up a table, we should ask the principal; Byron to email the principal to 

ask if we can set up a table. Byron and Candice will staff that. Byron noted that ANTHONY may want to attend 

that. Pam noted that this is a good opportunity to recruit girls. Candice noted that Indian Rock has parent visitation 

will be next Friday. Candice offered to talk to Greg to see if we can set up a table.  Candice noted that we need to 

get over East York and that we may also want to set flyers on the table at the bake sale at the CTC Variety Show is 

the 11/17/2012 at the high school. Pam offered to place flyers on the bake sale table. YSLC will need to get Pam 

some flyers. Banner; Pat Kehoe will check to see if he has it. 

High School liaison & mentor program: Byron reported that high school just started shoot-arounds this week. He has 

not had a chance to reach out to Scott yet. 
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Chair reports 

Governance: none submitted; Bob reported that he will be asking for a meeting before next board meeting so that the 

committee can begin initial discussions. 

Marketing and development: Unable to attend/report submitted bayhawks 

YCLA Report: Tim Link, of SPLOA was present; YCLA is keeping games to weekend, moving to referees all being 

US Lacrosse certified; PIAA just a written test; US Lacrosse is a little more training. Tim urges this but getting push 

back from ref due to cost associated. Byron said he have always had concerned about standards. Candice reported 

that there are not that many refs out there which is a reflections of the growing pains of a new sport in the area. 

Byron asked Candice if there was any discussion with Tim to ensure that more experienced referees are assigned to 

the U13 and U15 games. Candice noted that it was something she wanted to bring up and will at the next 

opportunity. ANTHONY reported that he has refereed in the past and SPLOA does try to put the more experience 

guys on those games but when the scheduling conflicts occur they have to reach deeper. Bryon asked if referees pick 

their own games. ANTHONY noted that the referees set the days and times that they are available but they Tim 

assigns games; He usually starts with guys that have more experience. Candice noted that there is a SPLOA meeting 

that may provide some useful information if coaches and parents want to attend; NOV 13th at 7 PM ; York Voc. 

Tech. Candice reported that YCLA voted to increase the membership fee per club. YCLA is now charging $ 150. 

Candice handed out the referee card that lists referee fees. Candice reported: YCLA intends to do scheduling 

electronically through the website; Clubs will be able to black out date, once the schedule comes out clubs will have 

2 weeks to make corrections. Mike Witzig asked about the possibility of scheduling all levels back to back at the 

same field. Candice noted that this has become difficult with the addition of A and B levels, teams don’t always 

match up with everyone being in diff divisions. She did note that YSLC could schedule our own festival days but 

that YSLC should ask festival days blacked out before electronic schedule. Candice noted that YSLC may want to 

suggest to YCLA that each club plays10 games ;YCLA to schedule 8 games – and each club to schedule up to 2 

festival games on their own  Candice reported that the season start date is April 6. Byron asked Candice to push for 

more games; 12-14 games. Candice noted that YCLA is trying to only schedule games on weekends. Byron noted 

that we had some week night game last year; once the high school season is over we may be able to have games 

during the week again.  

Candice reported the YCLA discussed the U15/U13 problem; U15 teams being short. Candice suggested that YCLA 

get rid of the - 3 game max rule so that kids that can and want to play up; to be brought up at next meeting at least 

for the growing period. 

Candice reported that YCLA discussed  possibly making a rule that a coach would not be permitted to coach 2 teams 

but most people shot that down. YCLA did announce that they are not going to be able to schedule around one 

coach; they cannot make all those accommodations. 

Candice noted that we as aboard need to encourage our coaches to fill out referee reports; positive and negative. She 

noted that we all want it to get better and that we need to be as productive as possible. She reported that the referees 

do read the reviews as well as Tim. Members discussed the referee situation again.   

Mike Witzig asked for details of the YCLA disciplinary actions taken against Tim Purcell. Byron reported that 

YCLA had a disciplinary hearing last summer and suspended Tim Purcell from coaching. Byron reported that he 

spoke to Tim regarding the results and put it in writing. (YCLA minutes from that are available on the YCLA website 

or by request of the YSLC secretary.) Candice noted that we have PR work to do;YSLC does not have a great 

reputation around the league; we have to be a model citizen.;to behave on sidelines as parents; honor the game. 

Byron noted that the facts presented to the YCLA were totally made up. Byron noted that YSLC defended Tim to 

the very end.  
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Candice reported that the YCLA atmosphere is good; the league is growing and everyone seems to be going through 

the same things. 

Byron noted that his kids are excited about the season. 

Pam presented an idea to have a preseason pizza party at infitios. She suggested that this take place on a Sunday 

afternoon. Pam noted that the board needs to be approachable. The social would provide an opportunity to meet the 

players and maybe an equipment swap. Members suggested dates. Mike suggested that you set it up as early as you 

can. Members noted that holidays are crazy. Pam offered to contact infinitos to hold an event on Sunday, January 

27th. Bob noted that it would good to have more of those events to build camaraderie. 

New Business 

Scholarship note: Pat Kehoe brought up offering scholarships for children that are interested in playing but can not 

afford it. Byron asked we should have a single point of entry so that we can manage it; one person to be the 

ambassador to manage scholarship applications. Candice volunteered to be that person. Verbiage to be included on 

the website : Board member aware of parents or family potentially shying away from participation in the sport those 

families should be directed to ; Limited number of scholarships available; click on apply for scholarship; click on 

email link to Candice. Pam suggested giving a t-shirt for scholarship. Bryan or Andrea will add that tab to the 

website before the next meeting. 

Heritage Hills clinics advertisement: Candice asked the board how they left about promoting clinics offered a 

heritage through our website. Byron noted that we are not in the position to advertise for profit endeavors; we should 

only advertise for ventures that are not for profit stating that we do not want to get in the habit of endorsing those. 

Members concurred 

Byron praised Anthony on the excellent job he is doing coaching the U15 team noting that he had a plan; explained 

to the players what they are doing, conditioning in very specific ways; and is able to address in combination; both 

the experienced and new kids.  

Flyer development was discussed. East York recruitment was discussed; Mike Wtizig mentioned; how? Bryan 

offered to bring flyers into East York. Byron asked if they had another contact like a gym teacher/PTO parent. Pam 

asked if we are allowed to send something home via express mail noting that if you supply the flyers they are more 

willing to send things out. Candice noted that flyers have to be approved through the YSSD. Candice offered to send 

flyer to the YSSD to have it approved. Pam announced that once the flyer is ready she will make announcements 

and offer flyers to any students who may need them.  

Candice announced that babysitters needed for Indian Rock; Candice will forward email to ANTHONY so that we 

can send an email request to all his players.  

Next meeting date: December 5, 2012; Wednesday; 7:30 PM. York Suburban Lacrosse General Meeting 

Motion to adjourn Byron LeCates, Seconded Candice Sipes. 

 

Attachment 1: Financial Statements 

Attachment 2: Email correspondence ; Mike Thomas and Andrea Cellasio Kehoe 


